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to be consistent with the model of a two sublattice antiferromagnet having a large anisotropy, strong ferromagnetic interaction between the ions within the c-planes and weak antiferromagnetic interaction between planes. In contrast it has been shown that some magnetic properties [5] and the magnetic structure [6] of FeI2 are quite different from the other two halides.
Recently the interest in these compounds has focused on their excitations : phonons [7] , magnons [8] [9] [10] and magnon-phonon interactions [11] [12] [13] .
In this paper we report the first far-infrared spectra of FeBr2 and FeI2. The transmission between 5 and 100 cm-' was measured at low temperature using the technique of Fourier-transform spectroscopy. [14] . The [9] from neutron scattering and also to the value of 17.3 cm-' deduced by Fert [17] from magnetic field laser experiments in the paramagnetic phase. (Fig. 3) show that, in addition to the three lines considered above, the spectrum exhibits only two small bumps at 70.8 and 83 . 7 cm -1 whose intensity is too small to be attributed to spin waves, and are thought to be due to impurities. The increase of the absorption for frequencies higher than 90 cm-1 is thought to arise from the excitons of the J = 2 ferrous ion levels. [6] , may also be regarded as, a stack of (101) planes containing parallel spins, the sequence in the spin direction between successive planes being T T 11. Thus it is clear that for such a sequence the minimum number of sublattices is four, independently of the spatial distribution of the spins in the planes. This is why we develop in the following section the calculation of the AFMR frequencies in a four sublattice model. 5 . A four sublattice model for Fe'2--We start with the model shown on figure 4a which consists of four sublattices 1, 2, 3, 4 with spins following the sequence T T 11. We also assume that such a configuration is a simple consequence of the magnetic ordering, so that the symmetry of the interactions is that of the paramagnetic phase. This implies :
where Jel,2,3,4 is the single ion Hamiltonian for sublattices 1, 2, 3, 4 and Jij the exchange constants between sublattices. i and j. where hA is the intrasublattice anisotropy parameter. According to equation (6) 
